
Fun Group Therapy Worksheet

Read the information provided in the worksheet carefully so that you can get an
understanding of fun group therapy ideas.

Fun Group Therapy Ideas:
● Passing around the ball: Gather all of the clients in a circle and pass an object

around the circle, such as a ball, potato, or anything else, while music plays in the
background. When the music stops, the person holding the object must express how
they are feeling or thinking about the issue being discussed.

● Joyful Memory: Everyone relates the happiest moment they can recall. Each
individual leads the scene, casting members of the group, including himself or herself,
in various roles. The participant observes the sight and remarks on the emotions and
memories evoked.

● Inner Child: On a piece of paper, the client drew himself as a child, adding images
and words to provide this child with all it requires, including a supporting and
nurturing parent.

● Inside - Outside Boxes: On the outside, clients design a bag or box with images and
words to represent the attributes they display to the world. They use images and
words to embellish the inside of the bag or box, which signify inner traits that most
people are unaware of.

● Musical feelings: Place a note on each chair and put different emotions on it. For
instance, bored, perplexed, joyful, angry, nostalgic, and so on. While the clients roam
around the seats, play some music in the background. Clients must sit in the chair
nearest to them when the music stops. Then choose one of your clients and ask them
to say something about the word pasted on the chair.

● My Perfect Life: Clients create a picture of their ideal life, which includes their
home, relationships, attire, work, and accomplishments. Then, on the back of their
paper, write three steps that will assist them in fulfilling their dream.

● Eye contact: Members are divided into pairs and must look into each other's eyes for
60 seconds in this relatively basic exercise. Maintaining longer eye contact will assist
group members in becoming more comfortable with one another, practicing a crucial
aspect of social interaction, and connecting on a deeper level.
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